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Meet rufa red knot B95. Scientists call him the Moonbird because, in the course of his
astoundingly long lifetime, this robin-sized shorebird has flown the distance to the moon - and
halfway back! Each February he joins a flock that lifts off from Tierra del Fuego, headed for
breeding grounds in the Canadian Arctic, 9,000 miles away. Late in the summer, he begins the
return journey.B95 can fly for days, but eventually he must descend to refuel and rest. However,
recent changes at stopover sites along his migratory circuit - changes caused mostly by human
activity - have reduced the food available and made it harder for the birds to reach. During B95’s
lifetime, the worldwide rufa population has collapsed by nearly 80 percent.Still, the Moonbird
wings on; he is now nearly 20 years old. Shaking their heads, scientists ask themselves: How
can this one bird make it year after year when so many others fall? National Book Award-winning
author Phillip Hoose shows the obstacles rufa red knots face, introduces a worldwide team of
scientists and conservationists trying to save them, and offers insights about what we can do to
help shorebirds before it’s too late. With inspiring prose, thorough research, and stirring images,
Hoose explores the tragedy of extinction through the triumph of a single bird.

From Publishers WeeklyA light bulb flashing over the head of a lone scientist is the universal
symbol of invention, but Edison's electric light bulb, which was the product of a whole team of
engineers working with ideas cribbed from other inventors, is the rule rather than the exception,
argues this fascinating primer on business innovations. Every breakthrough-be it the steamship,
the transistor or the rise of rock 'n' roll-is a collective effort that combines and tweaks already
existing ideas and technology in novel ways. Drawing on systems theory, cognitive psychology
and "microsociology," management professor Hargadon examines innovation as a phenomenon
of networks connected by "technology brokers"-people or organizations that link isolated groups
and industries to integrate previously unrelated viewpoints and technologies to resolve new
problems. He applies this framework to business case studies ranging from Henry Ford's mass-
production methods to the work of present-day industrial design firms. Companies can stimulate
innovation, he suggests, by cultivating a diverse network of projects, clients and suppliers to
"capture" new ideas and exploit the resulting innovations, as well as by constantly testing
models and prototypes, encouraging informal collaboration among employees and fostering a
culture that embraces open-mindedness, iconoclasm and the freedom to "fail your way to
success." Hargadon's argument is a well-written and well-supported corrective to the "lone
genius" myth of technological innovation. While not quite a blueprint for breakthroughs, his
provocative viewpoint and intriguing case studies will give managers new techniques to
ponder.Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.Review"Intriguing, practical, and
counterintuitive..." -- Innovationwatch.com, September 2003From the Inside Flap"I have used



Hargadon s technology brokering concepts and they work. They have helped make HP an
innovator in supply chain management, saved millions, and delivered impressive results." Corey
Billington, Vice President, Global Procurement Services, Hewlett-Packard Company"How
Breakthroughs Happen is the best book ever written on how and why innovation happens, and
how companies can cash in on it. Hargadon deftly explains the detailed steps that make
innovation happen in any organization, especially how the most successful innovators use
existing ideas to create breakthrough technologies, products, and services. If you enjoyed The
Innovator s Dilemma or The Tipping Point, you will find Hargadon s book just as well-
researched and well-written, but even more useful." Robert I. Sutton, Stanford Professor, author,
Weird Ideas That Work, and coauthor, The Knowing-Doing GapAbout the AuthorAndrew
Hargadon is Assistant Professor of Technology Management at the Graduate School of
Management at the University of California, Davis.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.From the preface:This book is about the strategies and work practices of groups and
firms that have built an enduring capacity for breakthrough innovations. It describes ten years of
research on a set of firms that found a way to avoid the trade-off between exploitation and
exploration and to circumvent the years, if not decades, it usually takes to move from invention to
commercial exploitation of a new technology. Theirs is not a strategy of large or long-term
investments in developing revolutionary breakthroughs, yet somehow that s what they
produce in many cases, time and again. Instead, these organizations have figured out a way to
explore and develop innovative new technologies by exploiting existing ones. They show us that
the pursuit of innovation need not require big bets on uncertain futures.Read more
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S. C. Meyer, “Extremely informative and beautiful book. I bought Moonbird for a friend after
receiving it as a gift. The photography is captivating and the text so clear and well written.
Moonbird is a Red Knot with ID bands so birders and scientists around the world have reported
seeing him and photographing him on his migrating from the tip of South America to the Arctic.
Although this is classified as a book for middle school age readers, I am 79 and the person I
bought it for is 78. People of all ages will enjoy, learn from and be entertained by Moonbird.”

Anne Salazar, “Travel, History, Science, A Love Story .... This great book has it all: travel, history,
science, a mystery, romance, photos, maps -- you name it, this brief book has it. I loved the story
of B95, an apparently very determined rufa red knot with the very best athletic genes. I had
never before heard of this small shorebird so it was great fun to read and learn and cheer him on
in his amazing travels. He has certainly captured the hearts of the scientists who study him, as
he has mine and probably the hearts and best wishes of everyone who reads about him and his
determination to fly from pole to pole -- 18,000 miles! -- each and every year for food and light
and mating.This book represents the best in American education and should be widely read and
studied. Since WE have so brazenly damaged so much of the environment, adversely affecting
not only ourselves but most other animal and plant life, we must make it right. We have to rectify
these many problems to the best of our ability since we are our best hope for all species of life in
this world, and this book gently shows us the way and makes us care.”

Manuel J Ortuno, “So... I Don't Know!. There is no one word to describe this book! It's a beautiful
story, but some of the book brought me to tears(happy and sad) and it makes me sad the amoint
of birds that... I can't spoil! Just... read the book and find out! Favorite book of all time!”

Joseph A. Grote, “Moonbird....this is Apollo 13....can you give us directions!!!!. Phillip Hoose has
distilled a lot of B 95 's life journeys and has kept the story telling alive and well. We follow this
almost mythical being as it logs its way from the southern to northern hemisphere and back
again for almost two decades and counting. I kept asking myself how does this happen? I know
there are a lot of theories about migration, star navigation, electromagnetic forces, genetic
diversification, global warming, and a lof of research continues...but how does this happen??? If
you love birds and birding, if love nature and the natural world we all inhabit I think you will love
this book and want to pass it on to the next generation who will be the stewards of hopefully a
better world...Aloha, Joe”

argus, “When a small bird sets off to fly to the moon and...... Appears to be sadly underrated,
this informational book ... yet presents such a welcome addition to private collections in homes
where some still awe struck boys and girls dwell who are thirsting for knowledge ... with parents
and aunties and minders and friends whose aim is to tend the garden of the young ones for



them one day to become the well-rounded, even shining stars, of future generations... Packed
with scientific notations but packaged everso lightly....Consider purchasing a copy be it for a
present or for keeps. A fairly easy read that can be shared and one that will generate
conversation  ... Darling illustrations comingled with maps and such....”

Gail M.Hudson, “Moonbird is a must-read for nature lovers. Anyone who enjoys spending time
out of doors observing the wonders of nature will want to read this book. Whether you have
never heard of a red knot before, or are already familiar with the plight of the red knot rufa sub-
species, this book leave you hoping and praying for the survival of these amazing
shorebirds."Moonbird" tells the remarkable story of B95, a red knot who survives against all
odds. Mr. Hoose's factual account of the challenges facing the red knot combined with his
beautiful prose make this book an educational and engaging read. The profiles of those who are
working tirelessly to save the species are truly inspiring. This book is the perfect gift for anyone
who cares about the fate of the creatures who share our planet.”

wendy chapman, “Against All Odds. When I purchased this book I did not realize it was for young
adult readers. Initially I was disappointed but then I decided to read it with that audience in mind.
I thought it was a very interesting and well written story. The subject was inspiring and the
educational information was presented in an interesting to read style. The author created a
drama that kept you enthralled and made him seem like a person you would want to get to know.
I think adolescents and young adults interested in the environment and birds would be
captivated and want to participate in conservation efforts after reading Moonbird. I highly
recommend this book.”

cheryl, “Good read. This is such an interesting read about a Red Knot that flys the distance to
the moon during its lifetime of migrations. These birds are long distance migration marvels. This
book also illustrates the importance of stops along the migration routes for refueling. Fun and
interesting book about Red Knots.”

glynnis, “Five Stars. Wonderful and inspiring”

Joanne E. Redwood, “Five Stars. thanks!”

The book by William Nickerson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 95 people have provided feedback.
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